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Private Equity Investors Keep to Established Funds
First-time funds maintain stable year-on-year fundraising as overall industry accelerates
First-time private equity funds secured $26bn in capital commitments across 226 funds in 2017. This follows historical
trends: although the number of first-time funds closed was lower than in 2016, it was in line with industry-wide trends.
However, the private equity industry is seeing an unprecedented period of fundraising, and so first-time fundraising is
representing a falling proportion of overall activity: first-time funds accounted for a quarter of vehicles closed through
2017, but they secured just 6% of total capital raised – a 10-year low. Additionally, though private equity investors
have seen more liquidity arising from record distributions in recent years, the overall proportion which will invest in
first-time funds has stayed level since 2012, and most gains have been reallocated to established fund managers.
For more information and analysis, see the full February Private Equity and Venture Capital Spotlight here:
http://docs.preqin.com/newsletters/pe/Preqin-Private-Equity-and-Venture-Capital-Spotlight-February-2018.pdf
Key First-Time Private Equity Facts:
•

First-time fund managers secured $26bn in capital commitments across 226 funds in 2017. This is a
decrease from the 283 first-time funds which closed in 2016, securing $36bn.

•

First-time funds account for 25% of private equity funds closed in 2017, up from 23% in 2016. However, they
represent just 6% of total capital raised through the year, a decrease from 9% in 2016.

•

The average size of first-time funds has grown by 36% since 2010. However, this has not kept pace with
established funds, which have grown by 230%.

•

The average time first-time funds spend on the road has dropped slightly in recent years, from 20 months
in 2010 to 17 months in 2017. By contrast, the average time spent in market by established funds has decreased
from 19 months to 13 months in the same period.

•

Seventy-three percent of first-time funds closed in 2017 met or exceeded their fundraising targets, up from
47% which did the same in 2010. However, among established funds the trend is more pronounced: while 59%
met or exceeded their target in 2010, 82% did the same in 2017.

•

Emerging funds typically deliver better returns to investors than established funds. First-time funds have posted
higher median net IRRs across 10 of the 15 vintage years since 2000.

•

As of the end of 2017 almost half of investors (49%) will consider investing in first-time funds, on par with
five years prior. However, the proportion that will not invest has risen from 37% to 41% in the same period.

Christopher Elvin, Head of Private Equity Products:
“Private equity had a record fundraising year in 2017, with aggregate capital raised exceeding $450bn. While it may
seem that this rising private equity tide has not lifted all boats, first-time funds are still seeing significant activity: over
200 funds raised $26bn, a decline from 2016 but in line with historical trends. Furthermore, first-time funds are raising
capital more quickly on average, and greater proportions are meeting or exceeding their fundraising targets than ever
before.
Set against this, though, is the fact that the fundraising for the industry as a whole has accelerated in recent years.
Record distributions have brought investors more liquidity, and in many cases this capital is being reinvested in the
asset class. But the majority of it is going to established fund managers, which are securing record fund sizes. Firsttime fund managers, meanwhile, face an increasingly competitive fundraising market, and struggle to differentiate
themselves and attract investors’ attention. A significant proportion of investors will not commit to them, and while firsttime funds may outperform on average, investors are facing an increasing challenge in identifying the right funds for
their objectives.”
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Preqin is the leading source of information for the alternative assets industry, providing insight and analysis gathered
by its global teams of dedicated researchers. Founded in 2003, the company is a frequent source of intelligence used
in the global financial press, through its online databases, regular publications and bespoke data requests.
For more information, contact our dedicated press team at press@preqin.com or call (+44) 20 3207 0265.
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